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his predecessor, Kofi Karikari, to renounce. Lying right across
the approaches from the British Gold Coast to the interior, the
Ashanti warriors made progress in trade or civilization impos-
sible. Chamberlain induced the government to send a military
expedition under Colonel Sir Francis Scott; and after a march
of three weeks from the coast Kumasi was occupied without
fighting (17 January 1896). Prempeh was deposed, and exiled
to the Seychelles; no successor was appointed; and the Ashanti
chiefs were placed under British guidance, a garrison of Hausas
being left at the capital. These well-drilled black troops had
formed the bulk of Scott*s force, and the losses by fever were less
than in 1874. But among them unfortunately was the queen's
son-in-law, Prince Henry of Battenberg, who had joined the
expedition as a volunteer.1
The most anxious problem before the new colonial secretary
lay in South Africa, where affairs in the Transvaal were working
up to a crisis. We saw above* how that republic was left after
the London Convention of 1884. In 1886 occurred a develop-
ment which Wolscley had forecast as likely, but the British
government had left out of account. Agoldfield of extraordinary
richness was discovered on the Witwatersrand. Foreigners, mostly
(but by no means all) British subjects, flocked in to exploit it;
and year after your, as the mines developed, their population
grew* Johannesburg became a great city* The attitude of the
Transvaal government under Kruger towards the new-comers—
'Uitlanders* as they were called—was from the first uncompromis-
ing. * We will not exclude you/ they said in effect, 'but this is our
country, and if you come here to seek wealth, it must be entirely
on our terms* They are that you shall have no votes and no
rights, and we shall so tax you, both directly on the mine profits
and Indirectly by enormous duties on imported mine-requisites,
that a large part of what you get will pass to us/ The Uitlanders
preferred coming even on this footing to not coming at all;
and Kruger treated their doing so as justifying any hardship
that he might care to put on them* They need not have
come/ was his refrain, *but having come they must abide the
consequences.* 'You need not have admitted them/ was the
1 He was brother to Prince Alexander, the first sovereign of Bulgaria and victor
of SUvx»t'/a, and also to Prince Louis, who was first sea lord at the admiralty
when war broke out in 1914. Me had married the queen's youngeet daughter,
trice, who was her mother** chief pcrnoual stay in old age.
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